
CIS2390 PRACTICAL
Week 7

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
Normally, one would use a tool such as dig to perform DNS lookups on a *nix machine. 
Unfortunately, computer services have seen fit to nobble port 53 in some way on the inter-
nal network - but that won’t stop us! So, simply login to helios and do your DNS work 
there!

1. Use dig to trace a lookup of the IP address for mail.hud.ac.uk. With each query from 
this trace, make a note of the part of the queried domain that the DNS server is authori-
tative for.

2. You are in the first stages of performing a reconnaissance scan of Bradford University. 
As part of this scan, we need to map out their network. Using dig, attempt to perform a 
DNS zone transfer for the domain brad.ac.uk. 

a. What network infrastructure can you identify that belongs to the School of Informat-
ics?

b. What machines can you identify that would allow modem connections? What about 
web cams?

c. Which school has the most laptops?
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3. A prior reconnaissance scan1 using fierce DNS has been ran against Huddersfield Uni-
versities domain hud.ac.uk. Use the results of this scan to answer the following ques-
tions:

a. Is it possible to perform DNS zone transfers against hud.ac.uk?

b. Which domain names suggest they handle email? ftp? modems?

c. What aliases do the domains tormore.hud.ac.uk and tamnavulin.hud.ac.uk have? 
Does this tell you anything about what these two servers might do?
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1 The results of this scan may be downloaded using wget (helios doesn’t have wget in-
stalled, so do this from the Samurai virtual machine) from:

http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/scan.txt

http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/scan.txt
http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/scan.txt

